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Culture

The Hong Kong bagel wars
are more intense than you
could ever imagine
By Mira Fox

In Hong Kong, there’s a little slice of Manhattan — an area called Kennedy Town, which
features not just one but two New York-style bagel shops. And in true New York fashion,
they are at each other’s throats.

Founded by Rebecca Schrage, daughter to a Hong Kong native mother and a New York
Jewish father, with grandparents who ran delis in New York, Schragel’s Bagels bills itself
as the “first and only” New York bagel shop in Hong Kong. But a second Jewish bagelry,
Mendel’s, opened in April of this year — and has accused Schrage of hiring security
guards to stand outside Mendel’s doors harassing workers and customers alike.

Mendel’s posted a video to their Instagram page showing men in black polo shirts
blocking entry to the store and telling customers that entry is forbidden, even as an
employee at the deli tries to tell the customers that the store is, in fact, open. A masked
woman social media users have claimed to be Rebecca Schrage is often visible in the
footage.

In the caption, Mendel’s apologized for their erratic hours, explaining that they are
embroiled in a “complex commercial dispute.” Subsequent posts accuse guards of more
disruptive tactics such as assaulting the store’s general manager and turning off the
power.

The hubbub caught fire on social media, generating copious memes. Comments on
both delis’ pages telling each business to be ashamed of their behavior, and advocating
for their preferred bagel store. (Of course, plenty of people also weighed in to say that
there are no good bagels in Hong Kong, as is tradition outside of New York.)
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The underlying dispute between the stores, however, is not about competition but
instead about ownership: Schrage claims she is “the majority shareholder with 60% of
the equity, in addition to being the director and liquor license holder of Joy Lox Club
Ltd., of which Mendel’s Delicatessen is a branch.”

“Michael Mendel is my father’s name, and who the deli is named after,” said Schrage in
a lengthy post on Schragel’s Instagram page. Schragel then went on to accuse
Mendel’s minority owner, Michael Watt, of more than doubling the costs she was
expected to pay as an investor but refusing to show any documents listing expenses or
profits. “It would appear that sales generated are being diverted into other businesses
that I am not a part of,” she added.

Though she denied any harassment, Schrage took responsibility for hiring the guards.
“There was a need for security on the premises. It seemed appropriate to take steps to
protect the business, my concept and prevent any potential illegal activities,” she wrote.

Mendel’s, however, disputes these facts. Their own statement, also posted to
Instagram, said that Schrage had only paid for 15% of the business and that “Mendel’s
was created, developed and executed by us. Rebecca had little to no involvement in the
project.”

The only thing the two businesses, or their leaders — Watt for Mendel’s and Schrage for
Schragel’s — agree upon is that this whole thing is going to court. Clearly confident that
they will come out ahead, at least in the battle for public opinion — which, based on the
plethora of nasty Instagram comments and the surge of one-star reviews for Schragel’s
seems true — Mendel’s has even posted a countdown timer for the court date, which
will take place in approximately two months.

But since Hong Kong’s bagel wars took social media by storm, a few Hong Kong
residents have accused both stores of “offensive Jewish cosplay” thanks to the delis’
liberal use of bacon and pork products and their schticky marketing. “Grab life by the
matzoh balls” adorns the walls at Mendel’s and they serve “schmuck you bagels, while
at Schragel’s, “sch” begins every word — schmenu, schmoked whitefish, schreuben
sandwich.

The restaurants are “part of a Hong Kong genre of restaurants that use sex and race to
mock and mimic authentic ethnic food cultures for expat, wealthy local and finance bro
customers,” tweeted Elizabeth LaCouture, a Hong Kong-based historian. Admittedly,
New York bagel shops are also quite likely to bastardize the bagel, whether with bacon
or funfetti cream cheese. But they don’t usually send hired muscle to intimidate their
competitors. At least not anymore.
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Culture

The day no one wanted
Elvis — but my grandfather
By PJ Grisar

I knew that my grandfather interviewed Elvis. But until recently, that’s about all I knew.

When Ad Age published an obituary for its former editor Fred Danzig (whom I called
Papa Fred), it said he was the first entertainment reporter to interview Presley. Growing
up I heard Papa Fred was the first East Coast reporter to interview Elvis, which, given
my grandfather’s care for the facts, seems more likely.

That the two met – twice, I would come to learn – was more than just family lore, like the
fact Barbara Bush was Papa Fred’s classmate. Elvis’ presence could be felt. I
remember finding the afikoman in the same room as a shrine to the King: a
glass-doored display cabinet with a decorative plate and an unboxed doll of Presley in
the black leather jumpsuit from his ‘68 comeback special.

I have the doll now. I asked for it one day and my grandparents, as was their fashion
with anything they owned, gave it to me the moment I expressed an interest. Apparently
this took some wearing down. My older sister, who met no resistance asking for our
grandparents’ upright piano, wanted Elvis first; it was the only time she heard “no” from
Papa Fred.

I really had no right to the doll. I didn’t know the first thing about Elvis and what little I did
probably came from my asking about this bizarre toy, so unlike anything else in the
house, whose décor otherwise constitutes tasteful reproductions of classic paintings,
books and – in the kitsch department – a matryoshka doll of the Glasnost-era Politburo.
Jews were not meant to have household shrines and idols before their God. Elvis was
an evident exception. My grandmother Edith called Papa Fred’s interest in the rock star
a “fixation.”

I never really spoke with Papa Fred about Elvis. Or really any music for that matter. I
knew he liked Benny Goodman and Louis Armstrong, and that he watched “American
Idol” long after much of the public lost interest. I remember him absentmindedly singing
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“doobie-doobie-doo” as he drove, so Sinatra was on his radar. His record collection, still
at the house in Eastchester, New York, where my mother grew up and where Edith still
lives, includes some Sergio Mendes, Charlie Parker, Ella Fitzgerald and instrumental
compilations. He has a couple albums by jazz trumpeter Neal Hefti (Papa Fred wrote
liner notes for one of them when it was released on CD), the requisite show tunes and a
Henny Youngman LP.

But as my mother says, they were a decidedly “non-musical family.” That Papa Fred
ended up writing four music columns a week for United Press International was
something of a fluke.

Papa Fred’s love of Elvis didn’t quite make sense on its own terms. I long chalked it up
to loyalty, or respect for a gentlemanly 21-year-old he met when he himself was just 30.

Elvis “was a very polite young man,’” he always told my mother.

I figured Papa Fred probably liked Elvis for the same reason he liked the Dallas
Cowboys, despite the fact that he’d lived nearly his entire life — minus some time in
Army training and the European theater — in New York: He experienced a rising
phenomenon firsthand, saw how it changed the game and became a lifelong fan.

But when I did some digging I found there was more to Papa Fred’s admiration. He
always showed up for Elvis, because when they met, no one else did.

When they crossed paths on January 31, 1956, my grandfather was the only reporter in
New York who bothered to pay a visit to the RCA studios on East 24th Street, where
Elvis was on his second day of recording what would become his self-titled debut
album. Despite a publicity blitz, Papa Fred had the singer’s full attention between
sessions, and sat down with him for around a half-hour. Peter Guralnick’s Elvis
biography, “Last Train to Memphis,” goes over the details of their discussion in about
two pages.

As Papa Fred told Guralnick, he knew about Elvis courtesy of Marion Keisker, a radio
host and station manager who was the first person to record Presley and the one who
brought him to his first label, Sun Records. Papa Fred’s work with United Press also had
him polling over 700 DJs for their favorite artists in each genre. While the airwaves in
New York had yet to hear the rich baritone of the boy from Tupelo, Presley, who had by
then recorded a few charting singles for Sun and performed on a TV show called
“Louisiana Hayride,” came in at a respectable ninth place on the National Disc Jockey
Poll’s Country-Western list.
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So, when Elvis came to New York in early 1956 – unprepared for the cold weather and
appreciative that, unlike the women in the South, the girls there didn’t swarm his
Cadillac – Papa Fred was already briefed on all the fuss. Even if, in the North, there
wasn’t any yet.

“You’re the first interview for Elvis,” an RCA Victor publicist, Anne Fulchino, told him,
according to a 1959 article Papa Fred wrote for a fan magazine. “Nobody wants him.
Nobody but you.”

The existence of this article, the manuscript of which Guralnick draws from in his book,
was news to everyone in our family. It is a remarkable document of a young star on the
cusp of a supernova. The 21-year-old Elvis, observed by a reporter up close for perhaps
the first time, has a moist handshake, chews his fingernails, speaks softly and tells his
interviewer about his plans to buy his parents a house: “If I ever thought that what I was
doing was making them unhappy, I’d quit in a minute,” he said. (Somewhat
paternalistically, at the mention of James Dean, Papa Fred took the opportunity to ask
Elvis if the actor’s death had affected his driving – it had.)

This was the first time Papa Fred met Elvis, but not the first time he saw him in action.
That was the week before on TV, where Elvis made his national TV debut on “Stage
Show,” a variety program hosted by Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey.

“I felt he had what the show business impresarios call ‘It,’” Papa Fred wrote. “His voice
had a certain bluesy, back-home quality that was reminiscent of the great,
rhythm-driving folk singers of the South. His gyrations? Well, they certainly put the
audience into a swinging, happy mood. Some of it, I felt, looked put on, overdone. But
there was no denying that he handled those hips and legs masterfully, the way a
Stokowski works the hands.” (Stokowski was a conductor.)

When Papa Fred sat down with Elvis in the control room at RCA, away from the band,
he asked the kid just how much of this scandalous legwork was affected.

“I don’t know how to answer that,” Elvis said. “I just remember that one day I was
singing and rocking along real good and I heard everyone out front screaming and I
wondered what it was they were screaming about. I looked down and saw my legs
shaking like crazy and I figured if my legs were gonna shake, and they were gonna yell
and carry on, why, I couldn’t help either.”

You can’t read this without seeing just how young – and un-media-savvy – Elvis is, and
how soon this guileless kid would gain perhaps the highest profile on the planet.
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And about that profile: Papa Fred marveled at it. “His long, dark brown hair was shiny,
silken, well-trained. His skin was remarkable: a creamy texture that appeared immune
against whiskers … I would say it was his eyes, more than the sideburns or anything,
that held my attention. They had a softness and yet they were intense. They were
lonely, friendly, kind.”

His face reminded Papa Fred of a marble statue of Apollo in the Olympia Museum – he
later told Guralnick his features all came together to form “a god.”

The  musicianship takes up less space in this account. The report briefly touches on the
artists Elvis admired – named are the Black group the Ink Spots – but gives more
inches to why Elvis had a leather cover for his guitar: His belt buckle would scuff it
otherwise.

In 1993, Guralnick was able to uncover a little more. At 21, Elvis spoke frankly about his
foundational Black influences. He lay awake at night listening to blues singers on the
radio and emphasized the importance of gospel.

“I was very surprised to hear him talk so knowledgeably about Black performers down
there and about how he tried to carry on their music,” Papa Fred told Guralnick in the
1990s, when the King’s debt to Black music was much on people’s minds.

What Papa Fred wrote off this encounter was less revealing than what he’d write after
the fact, when everyone would want to know about Elvis’ scuffed alligator loafers or the
early reception of his sideburns at RCA.

“The name Elvis Presley, when spoken aloud, reminds some of a steam engine about to
go tearing up a track,” it began, drawing out the locomotive simile, and remarking on a
ravenous pack of Jacksonville teenagers who, crowding the singer, left his pink shirt and
white jacket “behind as shredded souvenirs.”

“It’s all happening so fast, there’s so much happening to me,” Elvis told my grandpa.
“Some nights I just can’t fall asleep. It scares me, you know. It just scares me.’”

By 1993, when Papa Fred and Guralnick spoke over the course of two phone calls, the
world knew where Elvis’ train terminated: the King and the porcelain throne, a death
with so much bathos it’s hard to make out the tragedy.

After Papa Fred filed, he met Elvis again at an RCA party at the Hickory House, a jazz
venue on 52nd Street. Papa Fred recalled that hardly anyone came to the party –
mostly trade reporters. But Elvis, who months earlier didn’t show at his own signing
party, not realizing he was the guest of honor, was there.
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“He said ‘Oh man I was just out in Times Square and bought me a tie,’” Papa Fred told
Guralnick. The tie was thin, hand-painted and may have had the Statue of Liberty on it.
He bought it for $1. “He was very proud of this thing,” Papa Fred said and, in his
memory, wore it with an expensive, lavender-ribboned shirt.

Elvis was impressed by tiny meatball hors d’oeuvres and miniature hotdogs.

“My feeling was that Elvis had never seen a party like that before,” Papa Fred said. “We
were kind of looking at it as a kind of low-budget operation. I think he was impressed
that they gave him a party of this kind.”

By the end of 1956, the Elvis who could walk around Times Square unmolested or be
awed by cocktail weenies was unthinkable. Five months after Papa Fred had his
audience, his story was finally syndicated with the headline “Success Scares Presley.”

Papa Fred had to rewrite his lede, mentioning how he spotted a New York sidewalk
scrawled with the chalk warning “Elvis Presley, Go Home” – perhaps regarding the
singer’s appearance on Ed Sullivan. Papa Fred noted how the album he saw being
recorded in January had become a bestseller (it would be the first rock ‘n roll record to
top the charts). And while my grandfather was skeptical when Elvis mentioned his
desire to star in a film like his idol James Dean, he was obliged to mention how Presley
just passed a screen test for Paramount.

Fred Danzig – who called the Elvis interview his “first exclusive” – continued to write and
on Dec. 18, 1956, he welcomed his second child, my mother, the daughter of a man
who glimpsed the face of a rock god.
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‘Against a wall’: Boston’s
Jewish leftists conflicted by
BDS map
By Arno Rosenfeld

When a map of Boston companies, nonprofits and individuals labeled as complicit in
“the colonization of Palestine” was published earlier this month, it generated outrage
across and beyond the city’s Jewish establishment. Leaders of the local federation
activated its emergency response network and rallied local politicians to condemn the
Mapping Project as “dangerous and irresponsible.”

Among those alarmed by the project were progressive Jewish leaders who are typically
most empathetic to concerns about Israel’s treatment of Palestinians and most skeptical
about claims that criticism of Israel is antisemitic.

“Once you call for dismantling the basic Jewish communal infrastructure, you’ve
crossed the line to antisemitism,” said Rabbi Jill Jacobs, the director of the rabbinic
human rights organization T’ruah, who has previously clashed with establishment
groups over how to define antisemitism.

The Mapping Project’s creators have remained anonymous. It has been praised on
social media by BDS Boston, a local group that backs the  Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions movement. But even some activists who also support the boycott raised
concerns about tying a corporation like Raytheon, which manufacturers missiles, to the
Jewish Arts Collaborative, which hosts cultural events, and acknowledged that providing
the addresses of Jewish institutions might scare Jews.

“I can understand, especially with the trauma-based responses that so many Jews have
— for good reason — it can sound like someone’s coming for you,” said a prominent
Jewish leader on the left, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to preserve
relationships.

The incident comes amid a larger resurgence of activism targeting Israel, including the
BDS movement, which gained momentum following the violence in Israel and Gaza last
spring. In response, organizations like the Anti-Defamation League have ramped up
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their own efforts to crack down on anti-Zionist activism — which they claim is often only
a thin veneer for antisemitism — and called out groups like Students for Justice in
Palestine and Jewish Voice for Peace.

That aggressive stance toward BDS activists, like those behind the Mapping Project,
has in turn made leftist Jews — who are often skeptical of Zionism and supportive of a
boycott of Israel — more reluctant to speak up when other progressives slide into a gray
area where tropes or language might be antisemitic. It is harder, some say, to discuss
actual instances of antisemitism when accusing anti-Zionists of being antisemitic is
increasingly viewed as a conservative smear.

Derek Penslar, a professor of Jewish history at Harvard University, said he considers
the map both “delusional” and antisemitic but said that the way antisemitism had been
politicized in recent years made it harder to have honest conversations about the topic.

“There are Jewish mainstream organizations that have been crying wolf as well as
pointing out real dangers,” said Penslar, a member of a task force that seeks to
distinguish between criticism of Israel and antisemitism. The frequent claims of bigotry
made against activists who target Israel may cause their supporters to “circle the
wagons.”

One map, different reactions

The Mapping Project went live on the evening of June 3, the start of three days in which
many observant Jews were offline for Shabbat and Shavuot. Jeremy Burton, director of
the Boston Jewish Community Relations Council, said that when he turned his phone
on Monday evening, he had received “piles and piles of texts” from people alarmed by
the map. The CJP, which coordinates community security programs, had already
notified law enforcement and sent out bulletins to 264 Jewish organizations.

The FBI’s lead Boston agent said last week his office is looking into the website.

The map listed 483 entities across Massachusetts, including every police department in
the state and most universities in the Boston area, that its creators claimed were
connected to a variety of “harms” topped by Zionism. The website called for users to
“dismantle” the institutions: “Every entity has an address, every network can be
disrupted.”

It is unclear who created the map. The website that hosts it was registered
anonymously in December, and no one replied to an interview request or other
questions sent to its generic contact email. In an interview with Mondoweiss, a
pro-Palestinian blog, the map’s creators identified themselves as “a collective of
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activists and organizers involved in anti-imperialist and Palestine solidarity struggles.”
Two people familiar with the project, speaking on the condition they not be named given
its secrecy, said it appears closely tied to BDS Boston, which is itself a loosely
organized group, but also involves other individuals.

One activist involved with BDS Boston who promoted the map on Twitter said she had
been falsely identified as one of its creators and faced a flurry of harassment and
threats. Jewish Voice for Peace, an anti-Zionist organization, initially posted in support
of the Mapping Project on social media, but a representative said Tuesday that the
group quickly deleted those messages and that it is not taking a position on the map.

The project’s creators have written un-bylined articles for Mondoweiss, Counterpunch
and the Monthly Review, all left-wing news and opinion websites. They identify
themselves as multigenerational and living in the Boston-Cambridge area, and explain
their rationale for using a map and drawing connections among seemingly disparate
entities; while the overall focus is on Israel’s treatment of the Palestinian, they also
invoke conflicts from the Vietnam War to the war on terror.

All of the information contained in the map was already available elsewhere on the
internet, and many of the Jewish groups listed had previously been criticized for their
support of Israel. But Burton, the JCRC leader, and others said that the framing of the
map was particularly menacing, and that its reach was especially sweeping, involving
some lesser-known entities, including family foundations.

“This is organizing — consolidating — with expressly nefarious intent,” Burton said. “It is
clarifying about what the radical left in Boston stands for and what they’re calling for.”

There were a range of views among leftist Jews affiliated with organizations including
Jewish Voice for Peace, IfNotNow, Boston Workers Circle, Kavod and local chapters of
the Democratic Socialists of America. Many individuals did not initially see any problem
with the map, while others objected to aspects of it. With the exception of Jewish Voice
for Peace’s brief support, none of those groups took positions for or against the
Mapping Project.

While it is hard to determine to exactly what share of the Jewish community may feel
alienated by the establishment’s push to crack down on strident criticism of Israel, 10%
of Jews support the movement to boycott Israel, according to the Pew Research Center,
and a poll last summer found that 38% of Jewish voters under 40 years old believe
Israel is guilty of apartheid.

In interviews with four such activists, there was no consensus on whether the map was
antisemitic. Some thought it a poor strategic choice to target educational and cultural
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organizations because it gave ammunition to critics. Others thought the absence of any
Christian Zionist organizations gave credence to accusations of antisemitism.

The progressive Jewish leader, who heads a local organization, said their first reaction
was, “just belief that it came from a place of genuinely wanting to support Palestinian
liberation and human rights,” but then they thought: “What’s the purpose of listing every
institution in Boston that has power?”

A Jewish political organizer, also speaking anonymously to avoid damaging
relationships with individuals on both sides of the debate, said that while the website’s
call to “dismantle” the institutions plotted on the map is standard activist jargon, it could
sound menacing to laypeople. He added that while he was “confused about the strategy
or approach of the map,” he believed it was intended to help support future campaigns
targeting specific institutions.

Protests by Jewish Voice for Peace and IfNotNow, for example, often take place at
locations tied to pro-Israel groups, like the Anti-Defamation League headquarters in
New York City and the AIPAC conference in Washington, D.C., perhaps explaining why
the map provided the addresses of the entities it listed.

Other Jewish leftists thought the map had crossed the line into antisemitism by targeting
educational and cultural institutions or blaming Zionism for other problems like
gentrification and police violence. Yet even opponents of the map in these circles did not
join the fiery condemnations made by major Jewish organizations, newspaper
columnists and scores of outraged Jews online.

“There’s less of a rush to be like, ‘This is antisemitic and therefore everything is
illegitimate and violent and terrible,’” the organizer said. “It’s much softer — for good
reason.”

The reluctance of Jewish leftists to criticize the map appeared to be driven by three
factors: distrust of the pro-Israel Jewish groups that have led the charge, anger at law
enforcement’s role in the response, and concerns over preserving relationships with
pro-Palestinian activists in the community.

There is a debate among progressive Jews in Boston over how much the response
coordinated by the JCRC, the federation and ADL stemmed from genuine fear by local
Jews, and how much of it was a cynical attempt to delegitimize campaigns targeting
Israel by highlighting a sloppy one that was easy to paint as antisemitic.

The furor over the Mapping Project comes a month after Jonathan Greenblatt, chief of
the ADL, said his organization had committed to taking on anti-Zionist organizations and
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branded BDS as antisemitic. The JCRC and CJP also played a leading role in a failed
attempt to pass an anti-BDS law in Massachusetts five years ago. And in 2019, some
JCRC members sought to kick the Boston Workers Circle out of its umbrella network for
co-sponsoring an event with Jewish Voice for Peace, an anti-Zionist group that calls for
a boycott of Israel.

“The power and resources that the Jewish institutional community has makes it very
difficult for the Jewish left to speak out in a clear and direct way,” said the Boston
organizer, who said he knows some of the people involved with creating the Mapping
Project.

The early involvement of law enforcement, including the FBI, also raised hackles on the
left.

“You can think it’s antisemitic and needs to be condemned or called out,” said the
progressive Jewish leader. “But there’s a difference between that and trying to suppress
free speech and pro-Palestinian activism.”

Daniel Levenson, deputy security director for the CJP, said that his team reached out to
law enforcement to address the community’s safety concerns — not to crack down on
activism aimed at Israel. “It wasn’t to say to them specifically, ‘Hey there’s a specific
crime here,’” Levenson said. “It’s to let them know this is part of the overall landscape
and there are people who are afraid about their safety.”

The strained relationship between the left and the Boston Jewish establishment also
means that some progressive activists are more concerned about preserving
relationships with members of BDS Boston, and creators of the Mapping Project, than
with the CJP or JCRC.

April Rosenblum, the author of a seminal zine on combatting antisemitism within leftist
movements, posted what seemed to be an oblique critique of the Mapping Project on
Twitter last week.

“When you see Leftists get wrapped up in antisemitic notions of Jewish control causing
global harm, it can devolve into a sparring match over if something is or isn’t
antisemitic,” Rosenblum wrote. “What might help more is to open a conversation with
many activist groups and leaders in your area.”

But ties between Boston’s Jewish left and organizations focused on Palestinian rights
have also been rocky, with a progressive Muslim-Jewish solidarity event last spring
canceled over “hurt and confusion” about the Jewish groups’ past record on Israel. A
move to offer even gentle criticism the Mapping Project, some fear, could further
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damage these relationships and eliminate the opportunity to raise concerns over the
map’s approach at a time when Palestinian activists are feeling harassed by more
conservative Jewish leaders in the region.

“Full, unequivocal support is definitely what folks who made the map are looking for and
it’s hard to do that,” said the Boston activist. “We’re kind of up against a wall here.”
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News

As camp begins, the Reform
movement strengthens ties
with Jewish security group
By Stewart Ain

The Reform movement now has an official security consultant for its 15 summer camps:
the Secure Community Network, which is best known for providing security training to
synagogues across the nation.

Just days before its camps welcome campers for the summer, the Union of Reform
Judaism will this week announce its formal partnership with SCN. The organization  has
trained thousands at synagogues across the country to protect themselves from violent
extremists.

Rabbi Charlie Cytron-Walker, who with three congregants was taken hostage at his
Texas synagogue in January, and managed to escape the ordeal, has since credited his
SCN training and urged others to take it.

The New York-based SCN is growing fast — increasing its staff by 25% in the past year,
bringing the total number to 60. And a search is on to fill seven open positions. The
nonprofit —founded in 2004 by the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish
Organizations and The Jewish Federations of North America — aims to develop “a
security shield across the Jewish community in North America,” said Craig Fifer, SCN’s
chief communications and marketing officer.

Its trainings, said Fifer, usually involve camp leaders and counselors, though at some
camps the counselors then train campers, or SCN is asked to train campers as well.

It teaches how to report suspicious activities and to counter active threats — from a
person armed with a knife or gun, or using a car as a weapon. “Run, hide and fight is a
nationally recognized approach to active threat situations, and we teach in detail how to
evaluate whether and how to run, hide or fight in any given moment,” Fifer said.
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The pandemic meant many summer camps closed in 2020. Jewish camps opened
cautiously last summer, and served 150,000 campers — 15 percent fewer than in the
previous year, according to Michael Masters, SCN’s national director and CEO.
Enrollment is expected to rise this summer.

But while SCN consults with camps, it does not provide them with regular security staff.
An increasing number of camps have hired private security guards, who are generally
retired local, state and federal law enforcement officers, Masters said.

SCN has already worked with URJ camps, and many more affiliated with other streams
of Judaism — including the Orthodox, Conservative and Reconstructionist movements.
The agreement that will be announced this week represents a formalizing of its
relationship with the Reform movement, according to SCN. It also has consulting
arrangements with the Foundation for Jewish Camp and the UJA-Federation of New
York. In the New York area, it consults with 750 Jewish camps, both sleepaway and day
camps, Masters said.

Fifer said SCN’s agreement with the URJ could serve as a model for similar
arrangements with other movements.

Plans for the agreement were in the works before mass shootings earlier this month in
Buffalo, New York, where the alleged gunman killed 10 Black people at a supermarket,
and Uvalde, Texas, where a gunman killed 19 elementary students and two teachers.

Trainings also teach camp staff to deal with more common emergencies, from heat
stroke to insect bites. At rural camps, they include instruction on staying safe near wild
animals. At urban day camps, there are lessons about protecting kids from traffic.
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News

EXCLUSIVE: New York Lt.
Governor Antonio Delgado
and his Jewish wife discuss
Judaism and love
By Jacob Kornbluh

Antonio Delgado, the newly-appointed lieutenant governor of New York, said Tuesday
that his faith and the power of love are key to his success, and that his wife’s Jewish
background had helped shape some of his political views.

In an exclusive joint interview with him and his wife, Lacey Schwartz Delgado, an
award-winning filmmaker, Delgado spoke about reading from the Passover Haggadah
to his 8-year-old twin sons, and said he sees a parallel between that holiday and his
own history as a descendant of African Americans freed from slavery.

“When we talk about the ancient Exodus story from Egypt, if we share that story and we
ground our children in that story, it is one that resonates with me deeply,” Delgado said.
“There’s a lot of intersectionality there that is very natural for me.”

Delgado, 45, retired from Congress last month to become Gov. Kathy Hochul’s deputy
and running mate in the November election. But he is facing a tough challenge in the
June 28 Democratic primary from Ana María Archila, an activist backed by U.S. Rep.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and the Working Families Party.

Archila gained national attention when she confronted then-Sen. Jeff Flake of Arizona, a
Republican, in an elevator during the contentious nomination process of Supreme Court
Justice Brett Kavanaugh, who faced allegations of sexual assault.

Delgado expressed optimistic about his chances, noting that he was the first person of
color to represent upstate New York in Congress, winning in a district that is 90% white
and voted for former President Donald Trump.
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“Serving in a time where there’s a lot of divisiveness and extremism, we are trying to
inject a bit more positivity,” he said in the interview. “A bit more unity, to get people to
feel good about government in an empowering way.”

Schwartz is best known for the film Little White Lie,” about her uncovering of her Black
heritage after being raised in a white Jewish family. Last year, she helped produce a
documentary for Black Entertainment Television in which she hosted wide-ranging
conversations about how Black and Jewish communities have united in the face of
increased antisemitism and racism.

The couple married in 2011 a decade after dating briefly at Harvard Law School and are
raising their boys, —Maxwell and Coltrane — Jewish, in the Hudson Valley town of
Rhinebeck. Schwartz said  there is much overlap between her community-based
projects and Delgado’s work as an elected official, which she described as “about
bridging divides, bringing people together and creating space for conversation.”

Delgado said the way they conduct their partnership is appealing to New Yorkers.

“There’s a generational change that is occurring, and for us to be part of that narrative
means a lot, personally, but also for the electorate,” he said. “I think it can tap into some
excitement, making sure people can be really inspired by what’s coming around the
corner, in terms of folks doing the work of caring for people, loving people and serving
communities in a real and authentic way.”

The couple said they are not members of a synagogue but occasionally attend services
at Woodstock Jewish Congregation, where Schwartz celebrated her bat mitzvah.

Schwartz reflected on the tradition of Passover in a recent project for MTV for Jewish
American Heritage Month. The one-minute clip features her family Seder and includes
her husband with a white yarmulke breaking the matzo and showing it to his kids.

Delgado said that his love for his wife and personal connection to Judaism has also
shaped his understanding of political issues. He said that his first trip to Israel in 2019 —
as a freshman member of Congress,  joined by his wife — had a “profound” impact on
him in understanding the U.S-Israel relationship and “the real legitimate security needs
of Israel” and that he has since “been out front speaking about how we support Israel
with critical security needs, and being a voice for peace and a voice against hate and
antisemitism.”

During the campaign the year before, Delgado had taken some heat for saying that
Israel is not a “Jewish democracy” unless it reaches a peace settlement with the
Palestinians. He later clarified his remarks.
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Last week, a number of Orthodox groups endorsed both Hochul and Delgado ahead of
the primary.

“This is deeper than just politics,” he added. “This is about service. It’s about humbling
yourself to better the situation of others, and in particular, those who are most
vulnerable and those who are underserved.”
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News

Appeals court upholds
anti-BDS law as ‘purely
commercial’
By Arno Rosenfeld

The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled Wednesday that an Arkansas law targeting
boycotts of Israel did not infringe on free speech because it was intended to serve “a
purely commercial purpose.” The case, which centered on a newspaper that lost state
advertising revenue after refusing to a sign a pledge not to boycott Israel, is a major
victory for pro-Israel organizations that have promoted these laws in state legislatures
across the country.

“This decision is an important affirmation of the constitutionality of state
anti-discrimination laws and clearly upholds the rights of states to refuse to support
those who promote discrimination, especially antisemitism,” Marc Greendorfer, the
founder of Zachor Legal Institute, said in a statement.

The ACLU, which represented the Arkansas Times in the case, announced plans to
appeal to the Supreme Court.

“The court’s conclusion that politically-motivated consumer boycotts are not protected
by the First Amendment misreads Supreme Court precedent,” Brian Hauss, the ACLU
attorney on the case, said in a statement.

Arkansas is one of several states to pass laws meant to crack down on the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions movement aimed at Israel. Those laws have been in the
spotlight since Ben & Jerry’s, the ice cream manufacturer, announced its intention to
stop selling ice cream in the occupied West Bank last summer. States including New
York, Illinois and Florida have since moved public investments out of its parent
company, among other measures.
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The 8th Circuit decision appears to be the first time that an appeals court has found that
these laws do not violate the Constitution’s free speech protections. A full court ruled in
favor of upholding the law, reversing the decision of a smaller panel of appeals court
judges last year. In 2019, a district court judge dismissed the case, ruling that the law
addressed the newspaper’s commercial activities and so did not violate the First
Amendment.

In the decision handed down on Wednesday, Judge Jonathan Kobes wrote in the
majority decision that the Arkansas law was intended to regulate only the economic
activity of state contractors and not to place a government restriction on political
speech.

“It does not ban Arkansas Times from publicly criticizing Israel, or even protesting the
statute itself,” wrote Kobes, who was appointed by former President Donald Trump. “It
only prohibits economic decisions that discriminate against Israel.”

Jane Kelly, the lone judge appointed by a Democratic president on the 8th Circuit Court,
wrote a dissent arguing that the Arkansas law was clearly focused on both economic
actions and political expression by companies doing business with the state.

“It seems highly unlikely that a lay-contractor unfamiliar with this lawsuit would give the
phrase ‘boycott of Israel’ the same limited definition the State now urges and the court
accepts,” Kelly wrote. “Instead, any contractor who does not want to risk violating the
terms of its contract might very well refrain even from activity that is constitutionally
protected.”

The American Jewish Committee, which has campaigned for laws targeting BDS, hailed
the decision as confirmation that such legislation does not violate the First Amendment.

Alan Leveritt, publisher of the Arkansas Times, said that his alternative newspaper has
never sought to boycott Israel but objected on principle to signing what he viewed as a
political pledge in order to receive advertising dollars from the state government. He
said the decision not to sign the pledge, as required by Arkansas law, has hurt the
publication financially but that publicity around the case had led supporters around the
country to buy online subscriptions.

“We consider being banned from doing business with our state government for refusing
to sign a pledge not to boycott Israel a ridiculous government overreach that has
nothing to do with Arkansas,” Leveritt said in an email to the newspaper staff. “More
importantly, in our particular case it requires the Arkansas Times to take a political
position in return for advertising. We don’t do that.”
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